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Why and when sparse routines should be used instead of dense ones?

There are 2 main reasons why Sparse BLAS is better than dense BLAS

1. **Sparse matrix usually requires significantly less memory for storing data.**
2. **Sparse routines usually spends less time to compute result.**

Sparse BLAS performance often seems not as high as performance of the dense one. For example, BLAS level 2 performance on modern CPU's like Intel® Xeon® E5-2680 could be measured in dozens of Gflop/s, while Sparse BLAS level 2 performance typically equals to a few Gflop/s. Let’s consider the computational cost of matrix-vector multiply $y = y + A \times x$.

If the matrix is represented in a sparse format, the computational cost is $2 \times \text{nnz}$, where nnz is the number of non-zero elements in matrix A. If the matrix is represented in a dense format, the computational cost is $2 \times n \times n$. Let nnz be $9 \times n$. Then \((\text{computational cost for dense matrix-vector multiply}) / (\text{computational cost sparse matrix-vector multiply})\) is $n/9$. Therefore, a direct comparison of sparse and dense BLAS performance in Gflop/s can be misleading as total time spend in Sparse BLAS computations can be less than the total time spent in dense BLAS despite of higher GFlop/s for dense BLAS functionality.
Intel MKL Sparse BLAS functionality

1. Sparse matrix-vector/matrix-matrix product:
   \[ C \leftarrow alpha \cdot \text{op}(A) \cdot B + beta \cdot C \quad \text{or} \]
   \[ C \leftarrow \text{op}(A) \cdot B \quad \text{(Level 2 only)} \]

2. Solving a triangular system
   \[ C \leftarrow alpha \cdot \text{inverse of (op(A))} \cdot B \quad \text{or} \]
   \[ C \leftarrow \text{inverse of (op(A))} \cdot B \quad \text{(Level 2 only)} \]
   where C and B are dense matrices or vectors, A is a sparse matrix, alpha and beta are scalars, op(A) is one of the possible operations:
   \[ \text{op}(A) = A \quad \text{or} \quad \text{op}(A) = \text{(conjugate) transpose of } A \]

3. Auxiliary routines: Sparse BLAS converters, Level 1 routines, addition and multiplication of two sparse matrices.
   Intel MKL Sparse BLAS supports all types of precision, 0-based (C-style) and 1-based (FORTRAN-style) indexing.
Sparse Matrix Storage formats

Intel® MKL supports 6 sparse matrix storage format (CSR, CSC, COO, DIA, SKY, BSR):

**Point-entry formats:**

**CSR**: Compressed Sparse Row format

**CSC**: Compressed Sparse Column format

**COO**: Coordinate format

**DIA**: Diagonal format

**SKY**: Skyline format. Used for storing triangular factors in various LU decompositions.

**Block-entry format:**

**BSR**: Block sparse row format. This format is similar to the CSR format.

Nonzero entries in the BSR are square dense blocks.
Naming conventions in Sparse BLAS

The routines with typical (conventional) interface have six-character base names in accordance with the template:

\[ \text{mkl} \_ \text{<precision >} \_ \text{<data>_<operation> ( )} \]

where <precision> field denotes type of precision (c, d, s or z), <data> is the sparse matrix storage format, the <operation> field indicates the type of operation (mv is for matrix-vector multiply, mm is for matrix-matrix, sv is for triangular solver, sm is for triangular solver for many right hand sides).

These type routines can perform a given operation for 6 types of matrices (general, symmetric, triangular, skew-symmetric, Hermitian and diagonal).
Example

\texttt{mkl_dcsrmv(transa, m, k, alpha, matdescra, val, indx, pntrb, pntre, x, beta, y)}

is

- double precision (mkl_dcsrmv)
- compressed sparse row storage (mkl_dcsrmv)
- matrix-vector multiply (mkl_dcsrmv)

Array \textit{matdescra} describes the relevant characteristics of a input matrix: matrix type, upper/lower triangular indicator, main diagonal type (unit/non-unit) and type of indexing.
Naming conventions in Sparse BLAS (part II)

The routines with simplified interfaces have eight-character base names in accordance with the templates:

\[ mkl_<\text{precision}> <\text{data}> <\text{mtype}> <\text{operation}>() \]

for routines with one-based indexing; and

\[ mkl_{\text{cspblas}}_<\text{precision}> <\text{data}> <\text{mtype}> <\text{operation}>() \]

for routines with zero-based indexing.

Possible values for the field \(<\text{mtype}>\):

- **ge** - sparse matrix-vector for general matrix
- **sy** - sparse matrix-vector for symmetric matrix
- **tr** - triangular solver
Impact of hardware on the performance of sparse computations.

- Operations on data in cache are cheap.
- OpenMP parallelization on the latest Intel® architectures becomes highly efficient even for Level 1-2 BLAS.
- Transferring data from RAM to cache is expensive.
- Contiguous memory patterns in a sparse representation provide an opportunity to use SSE/AVX vector instructions efficiently.
- The memory bandwidth is usually a performance bottleneck for Sparse BLAS.

Hence, codes should try to use Sparse BLAS formats with contiguous memory patterns (for example BSR, SKY, or DIA) to simplify vectorization & reuse data in cache as opposed to Sparse formats with possibly non-contiguous memory pattern like CSR or CSC.
Performance of Intel® Math Kernel Library SPBLAS DCSRMM on Intel® Server Processor

Performance scales as number of CPU

Configuration Info - Versions: Intel® Math Kernel Library (Intel® MKL) 11.0 Gold; Hardware: Intel® Xeon® Processor E5-2690, 2 Eight-Core CPUs (20Mb L3 Cache, 2.9GHz), 32GB of RAM; Operating System: RHEL 6 GA x86_64; Benchmark Source: Intel Corporation.

Performance tests and ratings are measured using specific computer systems and/or components and reflect the approximate performance of Intel products as measured by those tests. Any difference in system hardware or software design or configuration may affect actual performance. Buyers should consult other sources of information to evaluate the performance of systems or components they are considering purchasing. For more information on performance tests and on the performance of Intel products, refer to www.intel.com/performance/resources/benchmark_limitations.htm.

* Other brands and names are the property of their respective owners

** All matrices except dense2 are from "The University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection" (http://www.cise.ufl.edu/research/sparse/matrices/index.html)
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Overview

For solving Systems of Linear Equations (SLAE) Intel® MKL offers:

for **Dense case** *(beyond the scope of this presentation)*:
  - LAPACK
  - ScaLAPACK (LAPACK for distributed memory systems)

for **Sparse case**:
  - Direct solvers: PARDISO / DSS
  - Iterative solvers: RCI CG and FGMRES (requires matrix-vector multiplications, e.g., from Sparse BLAS, and (optionally) a preconditioner, e.g., ILU0)
Direct solvers: Introduction

The idea behind direct methods (solvers) is the decomposition of the original matrix into simpler form. The most typical example is LU-decomposition: $A=LU$, where $L$ is lower triangular, $U$ is upper triangular matrix.

Example:

```
1.3 0 0  
1.3 2.7 0
1.3 2.8 3.6
```

Lower triangular matrix

```
Upper triangular matrix
```

```
1.3 2.7 3.5
0 2.7 3.6
0 0 3.6
```

Main diagonal of the matrix
Usually, sparse direct solvers solve the task by the following stages:

- **Phase 1**: Fill-reduction analysis and symbolic factorization \( A' = P^t A P \)
- **Phase 2**: Numerical factorization \( A' = LU (LL^t, LDL^t) \)
- **Phase 3**: Forward and Backward solve including iterative refinements
  \[ Ax = f \Rightarrow LUx = f \Rightarrow Ly = f, Ux = y \]
- **Termination and Memory Release Phase** (phase \( \leq 0 \))
### Direct solvers: Introduction

The following examples illustrates Fill-In and Reordering of Sparse Matrices concepts:

#### Factorization without permutation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \[
\begin{bmatrix}
9 & 3 & 6 & 3 & 3 \\
3 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
6 & 0 & 12 & 0 & 0 \\
3 & 0 & 0 & 5 & 0 \\
3 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 16 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\] | \[
\begin{bmatrix}
3 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
2 & 2 & 2 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 2 & 2 & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\] |

#### Factorization after permutation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \[
\begin{bmatrix}
16 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 3 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 3 \\
0 & 0 & 12 & 0 & 6 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 5 & 3 \\
3 & 3 & 6 & 3 & 9 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\] | \[
\begin{bmatrix}
4 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 2 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \frac{\sqrt{10}}{4} & 0 \\
3 & 3 & \frac{3}{4} & \frac{3}{4} & \frac{3}{5} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\] |

Permuting A to B minimizes fill-in.
PARDISO: main features

The PARDISO/DSS solvers support a wide range of sparse matrix types:

\[
\begin{align*}
A &= LDL^T \\
A &= LL^T \\
A &= LDL^H \\
A &= LL^H \\
A &= LU
\end{align*}
\]
PARDISO: main features

*Pardiso supports CSR format only!*

- **values, columns, and rowIndex**
  - are arrays contain all the storage information
- **values** – A real or complex array that contains the non-zero entries of A. The non-zero values of A are mapped into the values array using the row major, upper triangular storage mapping.
- **columns** - Element $i$ of the integer array columns contains the number of the column in A that contained the value in values($i$).
- **rowIndex** - Element $j$ of the integer array rowIndex gives the index into the values array that contains the first non-zero element in a row $j$ of A. The length of the values and columns arrays is equal to the number of non-zeros in A.
PARDISO: main features

• Symmetrical matrix

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
9 & \frac{3}{2} & 6 & \frac{3}{4} & 3 \\
\frac{1}{2} & 1 & * & * & * \\
* & \frac{1}{2} & * & * & * \\
* & * & \frac{1}{2} & * & * \\
* & * & * & \frac{5}{8} & * \\
* & * & * & * & 16
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[\text{values} = (9, \frac{3}{2}, 6, \frac{3}{4}, 3, \frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}, \frac{5}{8}, 16)\]

\[\text{columns} = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 2, 3, 4, 5)\]

\[\text{rowIndex} = (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10)\]

• Unsymmetrical matrix - zeros added to make matrix structurally symmetric

\[
B = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & -1 & * & -3 & * \\
-2 & 5 & * & * & 0 \\
* & 4 & 6 & 4 & * \\
-4 & 2 & 7 & * & * \\
* & 8 & * & -5 & *
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[\text{values} = (1, -1, -3, -2, 5, 0, 4, 6, 4, -4, 2, 7, 8, 0, -5)\]

\[\text{columns} = (1, 2, 4, 1, 2, 5, 3, 4, 5, 1, 3, 4, 2, 3, 5)\]

\[\text{rowIndex} = (1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16)\]
PARDISO: main features

• **First**, the non-zero values in a given row must be placed into the *values* array in the order in which they occur in the row (from left to right).

• **Second**, no diagonal element can be omitted from the *values* array for any symmetric or structurally symmetric matrix. The second restriction implies that when dealing with symmetric or structurally symmetric matrices that have zeros on the diagonal, the zero diagonal elements must be explicitly represented in the *values* array.

• **Third** - supported one-based indexing only (true for version 10.2 inclusive)

• **Tips:**
  matrix checker (iparm(27))– checks the CSR format consistency. Checker switches off by the default
**PARDISO: main features**

### fill-in reducing ordering.

- `iparm(2)` controls the fill-in reducing ordering for the input matrix.
  - If `iparm(2) = 0`, the minimum degree algorithm is applied.
  - If `iparm(2) = 2`, the solver uses the nested dissection algorithm from the METIS package.
  - If `iparm(2) = 3`, the parallel (OpenMP) version of the nested dissection algorithm is used. It can decrease the time of computations on multi-core computers, especially when the time of the PARDISO Phase 1 is significant for your task.
- The default value of `iparm(2)` is 2.

### user permutation.

- This parameter (`iparm(5)`) controls whether the user supplied fill-in reducing permutation is used instead of the integrated multiple-minimum degree or nested dissection algorithms.
PARDISO: main features

**Factorization: scaling, matching, pivoting, boosting**

- During factorization phase PARDISO performs LU decomposition of input matrix. In order to improve accuracy and stability of solving process PARDISO can apply some transformations of original matrix. For example, scaling (PARDISO uses a maximum weight matching algorithm to permute large elements on the diagonal and to scale the matrix so that the diagonal elements are equal to 1 and the absolute values of the off-diagonal entries are less or equal to 1), matching (PARDISO can use a maximum weighted matching algorithm to permute large elements close the diagonal), pivoting and boosting (when the factorization algorithm reaches a point where it cannot factorize the supernodes with this pivoting strategy, it uses a pivoting perturbation strategy)
**Solving: allowable error, iterative refinement**

Each algorithm of solving system of equations calculate solution with some accuracy. The residual is dependent on algorithm and on the initial matrix properties. Namely, let $x$ is the ideal solution of system $Ax = f$. So, $x = A^{-1} f$. But due to inaccuracies of digital computations we obtain $x' = (L'U')^{-1} f$. In order to improve accuracy of obtained solution PARDISO can perform several iteration for refinement solution.

The solver will not perform more than the absolute value of iparm(8) steps of iterative refinement and will stop the process if a satisfactory level of accuracy of the solution in terms of backward error has been achieved.
Sometimes solving of a system with many right hand sides (RHS) is required. There are two possible ways of doing so. First way is to solve system of equation for each RHS consecutively. In this situation the total time of solving will increased in $N$ times as compared to solving step for single RHS where $N$ is the number of RHS’s to be solved. Second variant is to solve all RHS at once (parameter $\text{nrhs}$ in PARDISO interface is dedicated to pass the number of solving vectors). In this way PARDISO not only will use BLAS / LAPACK functions for finding the several solutions at once but it will do it in parallel on available threads.
PARDISO: Solving several matrices at once

More complicated situation is in solving several matrices at the same time. As usually there are two different situations. First one, when all each matrices solving separately from another's. In this situation one should use unique handle for each solving matrix. This way is more universal but it is more wasteful. Namely each handle stores many working arrays for each matrix which are equals in the case when matrices have the same sparsity structure.

Second situation when many matrices with the same sparsity structures need to be solved. In this situation PARDISO can solve these matrices more effectively with the use of single handle. In this case maxfct is the maximal number of factors with identical nonzero sparsity structure that the user would like to keep at the same time in memory, and mnum is actual matrix number.
Next situation when many SLAU should be solved consecutively and next matrix is only slightly differs form previous one. Applying factorization phase can not be so optimal in this case because the obtained solution will be slightly differs form previous one. So iterative algorithm could be the most effective in this situation. Namely, PARDISO already has LU decomposition for previous matrix and this decomposition can be used for constructing the effective preconditioner for finding the new solution. Please see description of parameters iparm(4) - \textit{preconditioned CGS}
Some tasks can’t be solved in default (In-Core) PARDISO mode because obtained LU factors are not fit in RAM. For these situations the Out-Of-Core mode is exists in PARDISO (see description of iparm(60)). In this mode PARDISO can store most intermediate information and LU factors on disk. In this mode PARDISO can efficiently solve tasks which required 3-5 and more times more memory than available RAM.
Intel® MKL PARDISO* scalability results: up to linear speedup on 4 and 8 cores

Intel® MKL 11.0 Gold, Florida and Matrix market sets of matrices, 1, 8 and 16 threads, Intel® Xeon® E5-2690, 2.9 GHz

Configuration Info - Versions: Intel® Math Kernel Library (Intel® MKL) 11.0 Gold; Hardware: Intel® Xeon® Processor E5-2690, 2 Eight-Core CPUs (20MB LLC, 2.9GHz), 32GB of RAM; Operating System: RHEL 6 GA x86_64; Benchmark Source: Intel Corporation.

Performance tests and ratings are measured using specific computer systems and/or components and reflect the approximate performance of Intel products as measured by those tests. Any difference in system hardware or software design or configuration may affect actual performance. Buyers should consult other sources of information to evaluate the performance of systems or components they are considering purchasing. For more information on performance tests and on the performance of Intel products, refer to www.intel.com/performance/resources/benchmark_limitations.htm.

* Other brands and names are the property of their respective owners

** Theses matrices are from “The University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection”(http://www.cise.ufl.edu/research/sparse/matrices/index.html)
Main features of Intel MKL PARDISO

• Utilizes Intel MKL BLAS and LAPACK and uses shared-memory parallelism to improve numerical factorization performance.
• SMP system only (true for version 10.3 inclusive)
• Solves wide class of SLAE as compared with iterative solvers.
• Minimizes RAM in use despite it is a direct solver.
• Up to linear speedup on multicore systems.
• Additional simplified interface DSS (Direct Sparse Solver) available from C and Fortran user codes.
Additional functionality of Intel(R) MKL PARDISO

- Reordering input matrix A. 3 options are available: choose one of two effective internal algorithms or provide specific reordering vector.
- Built-in CG algorithm with preconditioner
- Boosting ill-conditioned matrices
- Iterative refinement
- ILP64 interface (dealing with more than $2 \times 10^9$ elements).
- In-Core, Hybrid and Out-Of-Core modes
- Supported single or double precision modes (by the default – double)
- 32bit Pardiso can solves task for $250 \times 10^6$ double nonzero elements of L factors (true for SPD matrixes and for MKL 10.2 update 2 inclusively)
Direct Sparse Solver (DSS)

**DSS**
is the alternative to the PARDISO interface

- This is the group of user-callable routines that are used in the step-by-step solving process.
- In-Core and Out-Of-Core modes
- Supported single or double precision modes (by the default is double)
- Available from C and Fortran user codes

The solving process is conceptually divided into six phases:

```
create
|
define array structure
|
reorder
|
factor <---+-
    |
    +------->+
    |
solve <---+
    |
    +------->+-+
delete
```
Iterative Solvers (ISS)

- The idea behind iterative solvers is the usage of matrix-vector multiplications to build an approximation to the solution (that is why, the methods are called iterative). For arbitrary vector $r_0$ (often, $r_0=b$), the method computes a couple of vectors consistently and uses those vectors to build an approximate solution.
- ISS interface based on the reverse communication interface (RCI)
- RCI ISS is a group of user-callable routines that are used in the step-by-step solving process

Typical Order for Invoking RCI ISS interface Routines

1. **Initialize**
2. **Change parameters (manually)**
3. **Check**
4. **Solve**
5. **Get**
**Iterative Solvers (ISS)**

Intel® MKL provides 2 RCI ISS interface implementations:
- **RCI Conjugate Gradient Solver (RCI CG)**
  - used for symmetric positive definite matrices
  - If the input matrix is not SPD type $\rightarrow$ failure or wrong solution..
- There 2 versions:
  - for 1 for system of equations with single right hand side, and
  - multiple right hand sides

- **RCI Flexible Generalized Minimal RESidual Solver (RCI FGMRES).**
  non-symmetric indefinite (non-degenerate) type. If the input is degenerate $\rightarrow$ failure
Iterative Solvers (ISS) - Preconditioners

- ISS use preconditioners (or in other words, accelerators) to deal with the ill-conditioned problems. Basically, the idea of preconditioning is to solve
  \[ \tilde{A}\tilde{x} = \tilde{b} \]  instead of \[ Ax = b, \] where

  \[ \tilde{A} = B^{-\frac{1}{2}}AB^{-\frac{1}{2}}; \tilde{x} = B^{\frac{1}{2}}x; \tilde{b} = B^{-\frac{1}{2}}b \]

Knowing the properties of the problem (customer always knows them), it is possible to reduce the condition number issues by constructing sufficiently good preconditioner (matrix B).

- in some cases preconditioners can reduce the number of iterations dramatically and thus lead to better solver performance.
Iterative Solvers (ISS) - Preconditioners

- ILU0 (less efficient for ill-conditioned systems and less computations required)
- ILUT (more efficient for ill-conditioned systems and more computations required). Valid since version 10.0.

Notes:
- ILU* preconditioners are based on modifications of LU-decomposition that came from direct solvers.
- A preconditioner may increase the number of iterations for an arbitrary case of the system and the initial guess, and even ruin the convergence.
- can be used alone or together with the Intel MKL RCI FGMRES
- Initial matrix must be csr format. Important: diagonal element must be in structure even it is equal zero!
- don’t recommend use these preconditioners with MKL RCI CG solver cause unsymmetrical resulting preconditioner matrix.
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